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An Experimental Study of Wave Power Generation Using a Flexible
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An experimental study of wave power generation using flexible piezoelectric devices (FPEDs) is presented in this paper. Two
alternate configurations for harvesting power from waves are proposed. In the first configuration, the FPEDs are installed
horizontally and transversally to the wave, i.e., parallel to the seabed. In the second configuration, the FPEDs are installed
vertically, i.e., perpendicular to the seabed. A theoretical model to estimate the performance of horizontally oriented FPEDs is
also presented that adopts the Morison equation to evaluate the force created by the waves. Results from the theoretical model
agree with experimental results for horizontally oriented FPEDs operating in various water depths and wave heights.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the growing demand for energy has become an
international concern. While tackling this issue, it is critical to
increase renewable energy usage as a countermeasure to global
warming. Currently, the most widely utilized and researched
renewable energy technologies are wind and photovoltaic power
generation. There is also much research in power generation
using ocean-based energy sources, such as waves and tides. The
ocean provides an unlimited source of renewable energy, and the
advantages of exploiting this energy source are self-evident.

Much research in power generation using wave energy has
been proposed and undertaken (Falcão, 2010). Some of these
technologies have reached the prototype stage, e.g., Pelamis by
Pelamis Wave Power Ltd., Oyster by Aquamarine Power, and
Mighty Whale by JAMSTEC. Many of these technologies utilize a
mechanical interface that consists of a rotating electrical generator
and a mechanical machine, such as an air turbine or hydraulic
motor, to convert wave energy to electric energy. The rest adopt
the direct drive, in which a linear electrical generator is utilized,
to avoid nonnegligible loss by the mechanical interface. Some of
these technologies are expected to achieve commercial scale in the
near future.

On the other hand, power generation using “smart” materials,
such as dielectric polymers and piezoelectric materials, is attracting
interest because the system that utilizes smart materials has the
possibility to become efficient, reliable, low-cost, and environmen-
tally friendly. Wave power generation utilizing dielectric polymers,
which are a kind of smart material, is being actively considered,
especially in Europe. A water mill generator and a wave energy
converter utilizing dielectric polymers have been proposed by
Chiba et al. (2008). A feasibility study of a wave energy converter
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utilizing dielectric polymers has been performed by Masuda et al.
(2012). This converter consists of a linear dielectric polymer and
a floating buoy, and its feasibility has been confirmed through a
real-sea test. A flexible wave energy converter utilizing a flexible
hull and a dielectric polymer has been presented by Jean et al.
(2012). Since this converter, the S3, is flexible, it can be suitable for
all wave periods of interest. Additionally, a European project called
PolyWEC (www.polywec.org) started at the end of 2012. Papini et
al. (2013) have presented simulation results of an oscillating water
column wave energy converter utilizing dielectric polymers and
presented the possibilities of that system. Moretti et al. (2013) have
presented lozenge-shaped dielectric elastomer generators with three
different hyperelastic models.

Piezoelectric materials can be mentioned as another kind of smart
material. Many researchers have proposed and developed a variety
of technologies to harvest electrical energy by utilizing piezoelectric
materials incorporated into vibrational energy harvesters (Erturk
and Inman, 2011; Khaligh et al., 2010; Li and Lipson, 2009;
Sodano et al., 2004). Stiff piezoceramic material, such as lead
zirconate titanate (PZT), has been used as the active material in
the majority of previous studies; however, because of the low
oscillatory frequency of ocean waves and for improved robustness,
a lightweight, flexible structure is desirable for power generation
using ocean energy.

The authors have proposed (Mutsuda et al., 2010; Tanaka et al.,
2012; Tanaka et al., 2014) a type of energy harvester termed a
flexible piezoelectric device (FPED), which essentially consists
of a piezoelectric film, i.e., polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), and
soft material substrates, i.e., silicone rubber. Compared to familiar
energy harvesters manufactured from PZT and metal materials, the
FPED can achieve a greatly reduced fundamental frequency for
the same dimensions. Compared to the wave energy converters
utilizing a mechanical interface and metallic materials, the FPED
utilizes a highly suitable design and is a technological alternative
for harvesting ocean energy.

This paper presents power generation from wave energy using
FPEDs, and it differs from previously presented results by con-
sidering a different method of excitation and application (Tanaka
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et al., 2014). In previous work, the emphasis was on exciting
the submerged structures via forced base motion in the vertical
direction. In the current work, the base is fixed and harvesters are
excited orbitally through induced wave and water particle motion.
Experimental results obtained from testing FPEDs in a wave tank
are provided. Devices of various lengths, widths, and thickness are
tested, and the power generation capability is discussed from the
viewpoint of wave conditions. Determining the optimal orienta-
tion for the FPEDs is of particular interest. A theoretical analysis
method based on a distributed-parameter electromechanical model,
a transfer matrix model, and the Morison equation for wave forcing
is also developed. Last, a comparison between theoretical trends
and experimental data is undertaken.

CONCEPT OF WAVE POWER GENERATION USING
FPEDS

Figure 1 shows the basic composition of an FPED, which consists
basically of a soft material, i.e., silicone rubber, and piezoelectric
film, PVDF in this case. Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of
the principle of electrical power generation using the FPED. When
an external force such as the one caused by incoming waves acts
on the FPED, it bends like a beam and the normal stress acts on
the PVDF layers. The PVDF is polarized by the normal stress.
Consequently, an electric potential is produced in an electric field,
and the resultant separated electric charge is gathered by a parallel
circuit.

Figure 3 shows the concept of submerged wave power generation
using FPEDs. There are two alternate methods for achieving this:
horizontal or vertical energy harvesters. In the case of horizontally
oriented devices, the FPEDs are horizontally attached to vertical
columns facing the wave direction. Alternatively, vertically oriented
FPEDs are installed perpendicular to the seabed. One application
of this concept is to attract fishes by turning on lights using the
power generated by the unit. In the following sections, experi-
mental results generated by both installations are presented and
discussed.

Fig. 1 Composition of a typical FPED

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of polarization of the PVDF caused
by wave force and parallel circuit using bimorph configuration

(a) Horizontal installation

(b) Vertical installation

Fig. 3 Concept of submerged wave power generation using FPEDs

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To test the effectiveness of FPEDs installed either horizontally
or vertically at generating power from wave motion, experiments
were conducted in a wave tank. Figure 4 shows the experimental
setup: a frame structure for attaching the FPEDs is installed on the
bottom of the wave tank, and a standard wave maker is used to
generate waves in the tank. In all cases, the initial water depth
was 410 mm, the incident wave heights ranged from 21.2 mm to
93.7 mm, and the wave periods ranged from 0.6 s to 1.4 s.

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the experimental setup
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Table 1 Combinations of wave period and height set during testing

Table 1 provides each combination of wave period and wave
height. To keep the total amplitude of wave maker constant and
provide unbiased excitation, wave height must be reduced with
increasing wave period.

TESTING ON HORIZONTALLY ORIENTED DEVICES

FPEDs Utilized in This Experiment

Figure 5 provides a basic representation of the experiment and
shows the FPEDs installed horizontally in the water tank and
oriented with their widths facing the waves. The FPEDs used in
this experiment are of bimorph configuration, i.e., they have two
layers of piezoelectric material. Figure 6 shows the composition of
the FPEDs used in this part of the experiment. Device length is
restricted by the width of the water tank and fixed here to 150 mm.
Devices are manufactured with a substrate thickness of either 1
mm or 3 mm, and all devices consist of PVDF with thickness of
80 �m. The natural frequencies of devices range from 7.60 Hz to
14.2 Hz. A vertical column is connected to the base of the water
tank and five FPEDs are attached to this. The locations for devices
with a 3 mm substrate thickness, from the base of the water tank,
are 65, 132, 196, 259, and 321 mm. Likewise, the locations for
devices with a 1 mm substrate thickness are 60, 127, 191, 257, and
319 mm. A voltmeter with an inner resistance of 1 MW is used to
measure the output voltage from the FPEDs.

Fig. 5 Experimental setup of horizontally installed FPEDs

Fig. 6 Composition of FPED installed in the water tank horizontally

(a) Amplitude of 30 mm (b) Amplitude of 60 mm

Fig. 7 Examples of the output voltage with wave period of 0.6 s
and fixed height of 127 mm

Experimental Results

Figure 7 shows two examples of output voltage when a device
is excited by waves of varying amplitude. In this case, the wave
period is fixed at 0.6 s, and the device location is fixed at a height
of 127 mm. As shown in Fig. 7, the waveform remains sinusoidal.
Taking the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the waveform will result
in the amplitude of the output voltage in relation to the excitation
frequency. The maximum displacement, which was estimated from
movies, is approximately 20 mm.

Figure 8 shows frequency responses for differing device thickness,
device depth location, and wave maker amplitude. Figures 8a
through 8d indicate that the trend in frequency response of FPEDs,
over the tested range, is dependent on all three of the above factors:
device thickness, device location, and wave intensity. As expected,
devices operating closest to the water surface outperform devices
installed in deeper water. Generally, the orbital motion of water
particles is reduced gradually with respect to depth.

Figure 8 also indicates that devices closest to the surface exhibit
a continual increase in voltage with frequency as opposed to those
in deeper waters; here, frequency responses indicate that the optimal
frequency of operation has been reached and surpassed. For such
phenomena to occur, a relationship among beam velocity, fluid
forcing, and fluid damping must exist. This relationship is explored
through theoretical modeling in a later section.

The figures reveal that as the beam velocity increases, either (i)
hydrodynamic damping decreases or (ii) increases in hydrodynamic
forcing counterbalance and dominate any effects from increases in
hydrodynamic damping. FPEDs with a substrate thickness of 1 mm
show larger output voltages because they are less stiff compared
to those manufactured with a substrate thickness of 3 mm. The
benefit from an increase in deflection, and hence strain, in the 1
mm design outweighs the benefit from increasing PVDF location
from the neutral axis in the 3 mm design. Since the wave height
decreases as the period increases, the output voltages include the
effect of wave height. Therefore, these reproducible experimental
results will be used for validation of the analysis method described
in a later section.

TESTING ON VERTICALLY ORIENTED DEVICES

FPEDs Utilized in This Experiment

Figure 9 shows the dimensions and composition of the FPEDs
used in this experiment. The FPEDs were again of bimorph
configuration.

Because of the depth of water in the tank, the device length was
chosen to be 410 mm. Samples with widths of 40, 60, 110, and
160 mm were manufactured. Again, the substrate thickness was
either 1 mm or 3 mm, with PVDF thickness kept constant at 80
�m. The natural frequencies of devices ranged from 0.783 Hz to
2.02 Hz. A voltmeter with inner resistance of 1 MW was used to
measure the output voltage from the FPEDs.
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(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude of 40 mm

(b) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude of 80 mm

(c) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude of 40 mm

(d) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude of 80 mm

Fig. 8 Voltage against frequency for FPEDs with horizontal orien-
tation

Fig. 9 Composition of FPED installed in the water tank vertically

Experimental Results

Figure 10 shows frequency responses of voltage while altering
substrate width, substrate thickness, and wave maker amplitude; a
general trend of increasing voltage with frequency can be observed

(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude of 40 mm

(b) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude of 40 mm

(c) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude of 80 mm

Fig. 10 Voltage against frequency for FPEDs with vertical orienta-
tion
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for the majority of devices, although a total interpretation of results
proves difficult. Therefore, the results shown in Fig. 11 were
obtained by calculating the generated power per unit area.

As shown in Fig. 11, the rate of increase in generated power
with frequency is dependent on the PVDF width, and it is clear
that FPEDs with a PVDF width of 50 mm perform best. FPEDs,
barring those with a PVDF width of 20 mm, exhibit maximum
value between 1 Hz and 1.2 Hz. Note that in these experiments, the
external load is kept constant at 1 Mì, and both power magnitude
and rate of increase with frequency will change if impedance
matching is undertaken.

Figure 12 shows plots of generated power per unit area against
wave maker amplitude for a fixed excitation frequency of 1 Hz. As
shown in Fig. 12, as one would expect, the generated power per
unit area increases with wave maker amplitude, i.e., wave height.

Figure 13 shows plots of generated power per unit area against
PVDF width for various excitation frequencies. As shown in Fig.
13, and as seen before, FPEDs with a PVDF width of 50 mm
outperform other devices. This tendency was also observed while
subjecting FPEDs to other wave heights. In this study, the external
load has a constant value of 1 Mì so that the FPEDs with PVDF
widths of 100 mm and 120 mm show lower performance than the
FPED with PVDF width of 50 mm. The ratio of impedance of the
PVDF used in this study to the external load ranges from 1.80
to 26.3. The PVDF with a length of 410 mm and a width of 50
mm has a ratio of impedance to the external load of 5.40, and the
PVDF with a length of 410 mm and a width of 150 mm has a
ratio of impedance to the external load of 1.80. As shown in Fig.
14, PVDF can be modeled as a parallel circuit of a current source
and a capacitance. Considering Fig. 14 with the power supply in

(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude of 40 mm

(b) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude of 80 mm

Fig. 11 Frequency responses of generated power per unit area for
FPEDs with vertical orientation

(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, frequency of 1 Hz

(b) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, frequency of 1 Hz

Fig. 12 Power per unit area generated by FPEDs installed vertically
with respect to wave maker amplitude

mind, the larger ratio of impedance is preferable. Thus, 20 mm
width is best and 150 mm width is worst in this study.

However, the output current depends on the area of the PVDF.
Considering the current source, 20 mm width is worst and 150
mm width is best. As a result, Fig. 13 shows that the FPED with
a width of 50 mm shows better performance. In this study, the
impedance matching has not been undertaken perfectly. Further
study about the impedance matching considering the output current
and inner resistance of the FPED and the external load is needed,
and it is considered as future work.

According to Fig. 13a, the FPED with a width of 100 mm and
a substrate thickness of 1 mm substrate shows local minimum.
Since the width of the water tank is 210 mm, the effect between
the sidewall and the FPED with a width of 100 mm and substrate
thickness of 1 mm and the FPED with a width of 150 mm and
substrate thickness of 1 mm may be expected. Because of this, the
FPED with a width of 100 mm shows lower performance than the
FPED with a width of 150 mm. However, this situation cannot be
observed in Fig. 13b, as the FPED with a substrate thickness of 3
mm is stiffer than that with a substrate thickness of 1 mm. To
confirm the effect deeply, visualization of flow around the FPED
using a particle image velocimetry (PIV) system is preferable and
is considered as future work.

COMPARISON OF VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
SETUP

To perform less biased comparisons between vertically and
horizontally oriented FPEDs, the power per unit area is used as the
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(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude of 80 mm

(b) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude of 80 mm

Fig. 13 Power per unit area generated by FPEDs installed vertically
with respect to PVDF width

comparison measure. Figure 15 shows the outcome of several such
comparisons.

According to Figs. 15a and 15b, horizontally installed FPEDs
with a substrate thickness of 1 mm show better performance than
vertically installed FPEDs. As can be seen in Figs. 15c and 15d,
when the substrate thickness is 3 mm, vertically installed FPEDs
with a PVDF width of 50 mm provide the best performance.
Overall, horizontally installed FPEDs with a substrate thickness of
1 mm have the best performance, generating a maximum power of
approximately 4.5 mW/m2.

The maximum power of 4.5 mW/m2 obtained by this experiment
is fairly low compared to the applied wave power of 7.88 W/m,
which is estimated under the assumption of deep water waves
and the experimental conditions (wave height and period). This is
because the amount of PVDF needed for one FPED is very low.
The volume that the PVDF occupies in one device is approximately
4%, and the weight that the PVDF occupies in one device is
approximately 5%. That is, increasing the amount of PVDF and
modifying the dimensions with the PVDF in mind may improve

Fig. 14 Equivalent circuit of FPED

(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm and wave maker amplitude
of 40 mm (width of a vertically installed FPED is 20 mm)

(b) Substrate thickness of 1 mm and wave maker amplitude of
80 mm (width of a vertically installed FPED is 20 mm)

(c) Substrate thickness of 3 mm and wave maker amplitude of
40 mm (width of a vertically installed FPED is 50 mm)

(d) Substrate thickness of 3 mm and wave maker amplitude of
80 mm (width of a vertically installed FPED is 50 mm)

Fig. 15 Comparison of generated power per unit area between
horizontally and vertically installed devices
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the performance of the FPEDs. Increasing the number of FPEDs in
one unit, shown in Fig. 3, will also increase the output power as
one unit, and it is expected that the usage of many FPEDs will
decrease the manufacturing cost. To do this, an analysis method
will be needed, as discussed in the next section.

DISCUSSION OF THE ANALYSIS METHOD

As shown in previous sections, FPEDs have the potential to
harvest power from waves. Generally, the output voltage increases
with increases in both wave height and frequency. The performance
of an FPED is affected by wave conditions, device orientation,
and the composition and geometry of the FPED. To avoid (or
at least reduce) time-consuming, costly, experimental work, a
theoretical model is required to assist in designing FPEDs for
practical applications. The authors will utilize a theoretical model
based on the distributed-parameter electromechanical-transfer matrix
model, whose validity has been confirmed for forced vibrations in
air (Patel et al., 2011; Patel, 2012). In this section, an extension of
the model is discussed that accounts for the effects of wave motion
on the response of installed FPEDs. Since the horizontally installed
FPED shows better performance than the vertically installed FPED,
the analysis method of the horizontal installation is discussed. The
method assumes that the FPED behaves, and is modeled, as a beam
structure.

Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the FPED with two
PVDF layers. The equation of motion for the r th mode can be
described as:

�̈r + 2�r�r �̇r −CemV = fr (1)

where �r refers to the r th generalized coordinate, �r is the r th modal
damping ratio, �r is the r th natural angular frequency, V is the
voltage across an external load, Cem is the modal electromechanical
coupling term, and fr is the modal mechanical force. The mode
shape of the structure can be evaluated by using the transfer matrix
method (Patel, 2012). Since the excitation frequency ranges from
0.71 Hz to 1.67 Hz, only the first bending mode is considered.
The additional mass effect is considered by using the Morison
equation described below. The equation of the electrical circuit can
be described as:

CpV̇ +
1

2R
V − ip = 0 (2)

where Cp is the capacitance of an individual PVDF layer, ip is the
dependent current source, and R is the external load. In deriving
Eq. 2, a parallel connection between the two PVDF layers is
assumed.

To evaluate the voltage generated by waves, accurate representa-
tion of the modal mechanical force is required. In this study, the

Fig. 16 Representation of theoretical model applicability

Morison equation is adopted for predicting the forcing. The situa-
tion shown in Fig. 16 is assumed here, and based on the Morison
equation, the wave force per unit length along the x-direction can
be given by:

fx =CM�
�D2

4
u̇+CD

1
2
�Du

√

u2 +w2 (3)

where CM is the drag coefficient, CD is the inertia coefficient, �
is the mass density of water, D is the representative radius, u is
the velocity along the x-direction, and w is the velocity along the
z-direction. In this study, the FPED is assumed as a round bar
so that D is set to the width of the FPED, and CM and CD are
set to 2.2 and 0.2, respectively (Li and Lin, 2001; Troesch and
Kim, 1991). To evaluate the Morison equation, water velocity must
be computed. In this study, orbital motion is assumed as wave
motion. Relationships representing orbital motion for a progressive
sinusoidal wave are given by:

u= a�
cosh4�4z+h55

sinh4�h5
cos4�x−�t5 (4)

w= a�
sinh4�4z+h55

sinh4�h5
sin4�x−�t5 (5)

where a is the amplitude of wave, � is its angular frequency, � is
the wave number, and h is the water depth. The following equation
about the wave length � and period T is also adopted:

�= 1056T 21 �=
g

2�
T 2 (6)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. The wave number � is
obtained by:

�=
2�
�

(7)

Since we assume deep water, Eq. 6 is adopted. The experimental
conditions of the wave periods 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 satisfy this
assumption (Lighthill, 1978). Thus, the modal mechanical force in
Eq. 1 can be obtained by:

fr =
∫

Wrfx dy (8)

where Wr is the mode shape of the r th vibrational mode. The
transfer matrix method is used to calculate the mode shape Wr

(Pestel and Leckie, 1963). The mass normalization is performed for
the calculation of Wr . In this paper, only the first bending mode is
required because of the low excitation frequency.

Figure 17 shows the comparison between analytical results by
the extended method above and the experimental results of FPEDs
installed horizontally. In the analysis, wave heights are set to
average values of the experimental wave height, and �r is set to
0.051, which was measured through forced vibration testing in air.
Young’s modulus and the mass density of PVDF are set as 3.6 GPa
and 1780 kg/m3, respectively. Those of the substrate are set as 3.2
MPa and 1250 kg/m3, respectively. The piezoelectric coefficient d31
is set at 25 pC/N. As shown in Table 1, the wave height increases as
the frequency increases. Therefore, the extended method proposed
here underestimates the output voltage as the frequency increases;
however, as shown in this figure, the extended method provides a
valid estimation of output voltage generated by the FPED.

Figure 18 shows the comparison between analytical results and
experimental results. In this analysis, the measured wave height
shown in Table 1 is used. Compared to Fig. 17, especially the
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(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 34.24 mm

(b) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 57.45 mm

(c) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 34.24 mm

(d) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 57.45 mm

Fig. 17 Comparison of analytical and experimental results for
horizontally oriented FPEDs

frequency ranging from 0.714 to 10, better agreement can be
observed in Fig. 18. According to Fig. 18, the low performance
is observed for the low frequency. The output voltage of FPED
depends on acceleration, namely, the wave height and the wave
period. Although the ocean wave frequency bandwidth seems not
to be suitable for the FPED, it is expected that the increase of the
wave height will improve the performance in low frequency.

(a) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 40 mm

(b) Substrate thickness of 1 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 80 mm

(c) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 40 mm

(d) Substrate thickness of 3 mm, wave maker amplitude
of 80 mm

Fig. 18 Comparison of analytical and experimental results for
horizontally oriented FPEDs using the measured wave height
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an experimental study of wave power
generation using flexible piezoelectric devices (FPEDs). Two
methods for wave power generation are proposed. In the first
configuration, the FPEDs are installed transversally into the wave,
parallel to the seabed. In the second configuration, the FPEDs
are installed vertically, perpendicular to the seabed. According
to experimental results, both orientations have the potential to
generate power. The results seem to indicate that horizontally
orientated FPEDs are most effective from the point of view of
power generation efficiency. An evaluation method to predict the
generated power is also presented. In this method, the Morison
equation is adopted to predict the forcing from a traveling wave.
The results of the method show valid agreement with experimental
results. Therefore, this method can be applicable to the actual design
of the wave power generation using FPEDs. Based on this study,
the following areas are considered as future work: visualization
around the FPED using a high-speed video camera or a PIV system,
an evaluation method of the FPED installed vertically, and the
evaluation of full-scale applications using the analysis method
considering the impedance matching and the recent progress of
piezoelectric material.
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